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On the algebraic hull of an automorphism group of a principal bundle

Robert
1.

J.

Zimmer1

Introduction

Suppose a locally compact group G acts by principal bundle automorphisms of
a (continuous) principal H -bundle P -&gt; M where H is a real algebraic group and M
is separable and metrizable. Then under the further assumption that the G-action
on M is ergodic with respect to some quasi-invariant measure, there is a natural
(conjugacy class of an) algebraic subgroup L H associated to the G-action.
Namely, there is a smallest algebraic subgroup L œ H, unique up to conjugacy
in H, such that there is a measurable G-invariant réduction of P to L, i.e., a
measurable G-invariant section of P/L-&gt;M. This group L is called the algebraic
hull of the action of G on P -? M, and has proven to be a quite useful invariant for
studying smooth transformation groups. We refer the reader to [9] for an introduction
to and discussion of this notion, and to [1], [2], [6], [9], [10] for some examples
of applications. In the spécial situation in which G acts transitively on M, say with
stabilizer Gx a G, there is an isotropy homomorphism Gx-+H, and the algebraic
hull of the action of G on P -&gt; M is simply the algebraic hull (in the usual sensé)
of the image in H.
The main point of this paper is to prove the following resuit.
&lt;=

is compact and G préserves afinite measure on M
with respect to which the G-action is ergodic. Suppose further that G is a semisimple
G, where each Gf is the set of kt-points
group of higher rank (i.e., a finite product

THEOREM

1.1. Suppose

M

II

connected kt-group of kt-rank at least 2, where k, is a local field of
characteristic 0. For kt R, we may also take G, to be a connected semisimple Lie
P -+M is a
group with finite center and ail simple factors of U-rank at least 2.)
principal H-bundle on which G acts by principal bundle automorphisms, where H is a
real algebraic group, then the algebraic hull of the action is a reductive group with

of a kt-simple

If

compact center.

supported by NSF Grant.
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Let G, H be as in Theorem 1.1 and F a G a cocompact
lattice. Suppose P -*M is a principal H-bundle on which F acts by principal bundle
automorphisms. If M is compact and the F-action on M is ergodic with respect to a
finite F-invariant measure, then the algebraic hull of the F-action on P-+M is

COROLLARY

1.2.

reductive with compact center.

of Theorem

hâve been known before.

If H is amenable,

then
the resuit follows fairly easily from
property [7, Theorem 9.11]. (In fact,
in this case the algebraic hull is compact.) If H does not locally contain any of the
simple factors of G, then the resuit follows by the argument of [10, Theorem 4.5]
(which again shows the algebraic hull is compact). If H does not locally contain G
itself (which holds automatically if one of the /?-adic factors is non-trivial), the
conclusion of the theorem was obtained by Stuck [5] under one further assumption.
Namely, Stuck assumed that the action of G on M is irreducible, i.e., each simple
factor of G acts ergodically. This also enabled Stuck to deduce Corollary 1.2
(assuming the same relation between G and H) for actions of F on M which induce
to irreducible actions of G, e.g., isometric r-actions, or mixing r-actions. If the
action of G on M is transitive, then as we remarked above, we are dealing with the
algebraic hull of a représentation of the stabilizer for this transitive action, and
since M has a finite invariant measure the fact that the algebraic hull is reductive
is established for example in [3]. However, in the non-transitive case where H
locally contains a copy of G (e.g., if G is real and H SL(n, U) for n sufficiently
large), the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 hâve not been previously
established. The technique of proof will dépend heavily on the ideas of [3], [7].
If we measurably trivialize the bundle P -+M, the action of G on P is given by
a measurable cocycle a : G x M -&gt; H. That is, writing P ^ M x H, we hâve
g(m, h) (gm, a(g, m)h). One can define the algebraic hull for any measurable
cocycle [9] and the results of Stuck and those preceding it that we mentioned above
in fact hold for ail such cocycles. The proof we give of Theorem 1.1, however,
dépends upon boundedness properties of the cocycle deriving from the fact it is
obtained from a continuous action on principal bundle over a compact base. It
would be of interest to obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 for measurable
cocycles in gênerai. Such a resuit should, for example, hâve application to the study
of measurable orbit équivalence [7] for actions of semi-direct product groups. (Cf.
[7, Chap. 4] and Theorem 4.1 below.)
If the algebraic hull L is semisimple with no compact factors, then the
superrigidity theory of [3], [7] implies that the cocycle is essentially given (up to
measurable équivalence) by a rational surjection G -+L. Thus, Theorem 1.1 combined with superrigidity yields very précise information on the measurable structure
for the action of G on P. On the other hand, as in [3] in the transitive case, the
Spécial cases

1.1

Kazhdan&apos;s
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superngidity theorem (apphed to the cocycle obtained by composmg with the
projection of the algebraic hull onto îts maximal semisimple factor) îs in fact used
in the proof of Theorem 1 1
We expect this resuit to be of gênerai use in a number of questions regarding
transformation groups Hère we indicate a few such applications In [6], Stuck used
his resuit concerning algebraic hulls and ideas of Hurder and Katok [2] to deduce
a vanishing theorem for charactenstic classes of foliations with symmetnc leaves
Theorem 1 1 allows one to estabhsh Stuck&apos;s vanishing theorem more generally

COROLLARY

be an ergodic codimenswn q foliation
(via [6] cf [2]) Let
of a compact Riemannian manifold M with a holonomy invariant transverse volume
density Assume ail leaves are locally isometnc to a fixed symmetnc space
X of non-positive curvaturae each of whose irreducible factors in the de Rham
décomposition has rank at least 2 Let x H*(y(q,M\O(q))-&gt;H*(M,&amp;)* be the
Weil homomorphism defined by $* Then there is a subgroup G c GL(q9 M) locally
isomorphe to a factor of the isometry group ofX such that xfactors through the map
q, R), O(q))-+H*(&lt;0, GnO(q)) induced by restriction
1

3

&amp;

The second geometnc application we give is to manifolds admitting a connection
preserving action of a semi-direct product For actions of semisimple groups,
obstructions to the existence of such actions in terms of the représentation theory
of the fundamental group of the manifold are given in [1], [11] Via Theorem 1 1 we
estabhsh in Section 4 below the following resuit

Suppose G is a simple Lie group with fimte center and U-rank
(G) ^ 3, and Vx, V2 are real vector spaces on which G acts irreducibly, with
dim (F,) # 1 for i 1, 2, and Vx (0) Suppose M is a compact manifold with a
connection and a volume density and that G ex Vx acts smoothly on M, preserving the
G ix V2 with discrète
there is an embedding nx(M)
connection and the volume

THEOREM

1

4

^

If

image, then

Vx

and

V2

c&gt;

are équivalent G-modules

Other results along this hne can be denved using Theorem 1 1 and the
techniques of [11] We leave this to the interested reader
It is a natural conjecture that every volume preserving ergodic action of a
semisimple Lie group of higher rank or of a lattice in such a group actually
préserves a connection As a conséquence of Theorem 1 1 it follows that there is
always a measurable invanant connection There are a number of situations in
which one can deduce that the présence of a measurable invanant geometnc
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structure implies the présence of a smooth one. (See [10], e.g.) Thus one may hope
Theorem 1.1 will be useful in making progress on the above conjecture.

2. Exponential cocycles

In this section we discuss some conséquences of the multiplicative ergodic
theorem [3], [4]. We shall organize the material in a way that will prove convenient
for the proof of Theorem 1.1. We refer the reader to [3] for proofs and further
discussion.
We recall that if G acts on M and
function a : G x M -+H such that

H

is a group, a cocycle is a measurable
for each gl9 g2e G, a(g,g2&gt; #0
a(gi&gt;£2w)a(g2&gt;w) fc&gt;r a.e. me M. Two such cocycles a, P are called équivalent
(a ~ /?) if there is a measurable cp : M -+H such that for each g, &lt;z(g, m)

x M-+GL(n9 U) is called integrable if for each
g g G, log+||a(g, m)|| e Ll(M). (This is clearly independent of the norm on IRW.)
(ii) a is called quasi-integrable if it is équivalent to an integrable cocycle.

DEFINITION

EXAMPLE

2.1.

(i)

a

:

G

If P-+M

is a principal GL(«)-bundle on which G acts by
automorphisms, then after choosing a measurable trivialization the action is given
by a GL(/z)-valued cocycle. If M is compact we may choose a bounded measurable
trivialization. Letting a be the corresponding cocycle we hâve x h-* log+ ||a(g, jc || is
bounded, and hence L1. Since any two measurable trivializations define équivalent
cocycles, if M is compact any measurable trivialization of P defines a quasi-

(i)

2.2.

integrable cocycle.

If a

M

GL(n) is a cocycle, a measurable field of linear subspaces on
is called a-invariant if for each g, a(g, x)y(x)
Y(gx) for a.e.
M, x
y(x) c
x e M. Assuming ergodicity of G on M, dim Y{x) will be essentially constant, say
wn(x) of
r. We may then measurably choose an orthonormal basis w,(jc),
such that (w,(jc) | 1 ^ z*^ r} is a basis of Y(x). Writing a with respect to this basis
we obtain a cocycle G xM-+Gl(r) by restricting a to {7(jc)}, and which we
dénote, somewhat ambiguously, by a|y. Since the {w,(jc)} are an orthonormal basis,
it is clear that a|r : G x M~+GL(r) is integrable if a is integrable. Similarly,
the quotient cocycle say a:CxM-&gt;GL(«-r) (representing the mapping
W/Y(x) -+W/Y(gx)) is also integrable. It follows that for any quasi-integrable P
and any j?-invariant field of subspaces {y(x)}, the cocycles p\Y and P are quasiintegrable.
{n eZ\n - x e A}.
Suppose now G Z. If A c M and x e M, we set SA(x)

(ii)

h-&gt;

:

G

x

-&gt;

IR&quot;

U&quot;
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DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose Z acts ergodically on M, preserving a finite measure. A cocycle a Z x M -? GL(n) is called exponential if there are:
(a) for each x e M a direct sum décomposition Un W_(x) © W0(x) © W+(x)
so that {W_(x)}, {W0(x)}9 {W+(x)} are measurable a-invariant fields of
:

subspaces; and

(b) an increasing séquence of measurable subsets, MtaMl+u with uM,
such that if A c Mt for some i and x e ,4, we hâve:

-log||a(n,x&gt;||=ok

lim
|n|

-

oo

lim

(i)

ne SA(x)
\n\

M,

—*

-

oo
1

lim -log|a(«,jc)t&gt;|&gt;(n.
n € SA (x)
\n\ -» oo

H

lim p-rlog||a(«, x)r||

eSA(x)\n\

n+

(ii)

lim

&lt;0V,
\

oo

-

W0(x)@W+(x)=&lt;veUn

lim

n
||

lim

-

(iii)

neSA(x)1î

REMARK 2.4
(i) From (i) and (ii) in

if

2.3 we see that

W_,

Wo, W+ are uniquely determined

they exist; in particualr, they are independent of the expresison M uM,, for
any {Mt} which satisfy the conditions of the définition.
(ii) If a : Z x M -&gt; GL(n) is integrable, then the multiplicative ergodic theorem
implies that a is exponential, where we may take each M, M.
(iii) Suppose a ~ /?, say /?(«, x) &lt;p(«x)a(w, x^x)&quot;1, and that a is exponential.
Let M uM, such that the conditions in Définition 2.3 hold for a. Then we can
write M uNj where
Nj is bounded in GL(n), NjCiNJ+u and for each j,
&lt;p

\
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cz

Mt(j) for some i(j).

c, ||a(n, x)ai ||

^

|/f(n,

If A

cz NJ9

x)ç&lt;x&gt;i

||

£

c2

ZIMMER

x g A,
||&lt;x(n9

n g

x)*

Sa(x), and n g

IRn,

then

||

dépend only on the bound of ||ç&gt;||, \\(p~l\\ on AT. It follows from
(ii), (iii) in Définition 2.3 that fi is exponential with the corresponding invariant
fields, say V_, Vo, V+9 being given by

where c,,

c2&gt;0

V_(x)

V0(x)=&lt;p(x)W0(x),

q&gt;{x)W_{x\

V+(x)

ç{x)W+(x).

(iv) It follows from (ii), (iii) that any quasi-integrable cocycle is exponential.
2.5. [3] Suppose a is exponential and Y c
is oi-invariant, i.e.,
oc(n,x)Y= Y for ail n,x. Suppose further that a, the induced cocycle on UnIY, is
exponential. {For example, suppose a is quasi-integrable.) Let W_, Wo, W+ be the

LEMMA

M&quot;

invariant fields for a, W_, ffîQ, ffî+ the fields for a. Then for (a.e.) x g M, there is
an exact séquence
0 -+(W0(x)

nY)-+ WQ(x) -+ W0(x) -&gt;0.

Proof [3] Let p
p(W_(x))

cz

:

Un

see

that

W_{x\

p(W_{x) 0 W0(x))
p(W+ (x)

-* W/Ybe the projection. From (ii), (iii) of 2.3, we

cz

0 W0(x)) cz

fr+(x) ©

It follows that
p{W_{x) © W0(x))

ÏÏ_{x) ©

and

p(W+(x) © W0(x))

^+(jc) ©

W

Therefore,

2.6. Suppose A is an abelian group acting on M and a0 s A. Let Z act
by powers ofa0, and assume that the action is ergodic. Let a : A x M -? GL(n) be a
cocycle such that a {ag} x M is exponential, with invariant fields W_, Wo, W+.
Then thèse fields are (x-invariant.

LEMMA

|

On the algebraic hull

M

Proof. Let

M
Nj

uNJ9
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be as in Définition 2.3. Fix a € A. Then we can write
such that x i-&gt; a(a, x) is bounded on each NJ9 and for each j,

uM,

NjdNj+i,

c Ml(y) for

of an automorphism group of a principal bundle

some

i(y). For any x e M we hâve

=a(aaj, x),

tf, x)

that is,
a(ag, tfx)a(a, x)

Thus,

if

a(a, agx)a(aS, x)

Y c Nj for some j, x e Y, n e SY(x) and
8,

x)v

||

^

||a(ag, ax)(a(a, x)v) ||

&lt;:

c2

r

g Un we hâve

|

where c1, c2 &gt; 0 dépend only on the bound of |a(a, x) ||, ||a(û, x) ~! || for x e NJt The
lemma then follows from (ii), (iii) in Définition 2.3.

3. Proof

of Theorem

1.1

The basic use we make

LEMMA

of the notion of exponential cocycle

is the

following.

H be a

connectée non-compact semisimple algebraic Lie group
and n : H-&gt;Gl(V) a finite dimensional non-trivial irreducible (real) représentation.
be a homomorphism onto a maximal
Let A be an abelian Lie group and a :
U-split torus in H. Choose aoe A such that n(a(a0)) has ail positive eigenvalues with
at least one of thèse being strictly greater than 1. Suppose A acts ergodically and with
a finite invariant measure on M, and assume that the restriction of the action to {a3}
is still ergodic. Let a : A x M -&gt; H m nV be a cocycle such that,
-? H is
p : H tx
projection, then (p o a)(a, m) a(a)rj(a, m)9 where rj(a, m) e K and K a H is a compact
subgroup that centralizes a(A). Finally, suppose Ad o a0 is exponential where
a |{ao} x M and Ad is the adjoint représentation of H m V. Then the algebraic
a0
hull of a does not contain V.
3.1. Let

A^H

if

nV&apos;

Proof. The Lie algebra of H ix V can be identified (as a vector space) with
h © V, and clearly V is Ad ° a-invariant. Choose W_, Wo, W+ as in Définition 2.3
for the exponential cocycle Ad°a0. We can view Wo as a measurable map
M -*Gr (t)© V) (the Grassmann variety), and by Lemma 2.6, Wo is Ad o a-invariant.
Since H ix V acts tamely on Gr (I)© V) (cf. [9]) and A acts ergodically on M,
the image of Wo lies in a single H x K-orbit, and thus Wo can be interpreted as an

382
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a-invariant map M -*{H tx V)/Hx where Hx is the stabilizer of a point in the orbit
containing (almost ail of) W0(M). This is équivalent [9] to saying that the algebraic
hull of a is contained in Hx. Therefore, to prove the lemma, it suffices to see that
Hxi&gt;V.

Apply Lemma 2.5 to the Ad ° ao-invariant subspace F. We can write
V Vx © Fo where Fo is the space of n(a0)-invariant vectors and Vx is the space
spanned by the eigenvectors of other eigenvalues. By the choice of a0 we hâve
Vx #(0). Similarly, on (l)© V)/V, the cocycle (Ad~a0) is just given by

AdH

(p(&lt;x(a0,

Ad,, (a(a0)) Ad,, (rj(a0, x)).

m)))

follows that this cocycle is exponential and that JÎ&apos;oC*) ho f°r ail x, where ï)0 is
the space of Ad// (&lt;r(a0))-invariant vectors in i). By Lemma 2.5 for a.e. x g M, we

It

hâve an exact séquence

To see that Hx F, it suffices to see that any such subspace W0(x) is not
Ad (F)-invariant. Since ad (V)(V0) 0, if W0(x) were Ad (F)-invariant we would
hâve [F, ï)0] c= Fo (where the bracket is in the Lie algebra t) © F). However, since a0
is contained in a 1-parameter subgroup whose Lie algebra clearly lies in f)0, and
i&gt;

F,

(0), this is clearly impossible.
We will also need the following simple fact.

7^

LEMMA

3.2. Suppose a

:G x M -&gt;GL(ri)

is an integrable cocycle, and that
is algebraic. Suppose N a H is a closed

where P(G x M) a H a GL(n), and H
normal subgroup and let y : G x M -+ GL(i)/n) be the cocycle induced by
acting on f). Then y is quasi-integrable.
a

~P

Ad// o p

Proof. Let Ad be the adjoint représentation of GL(ri). Then clearly Ad o a
is integrable. We hâve Ad o a ~ Ad o /},
Ad ° p)(g, x) i) c= yt(n) is just
(Ad// o P){g, x), and the resuit follows by example 2.2(ii).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 now follows closely the proof of [7, Theorem 5.2.5].
We shall indicate the new ingrédients, but refer to [7] for a number of points. For
simplicity, we shall also assume that the real part of G acts ergodically and
irreducibly. The technical modifications necessary to remove thèse hypothèses are
the same as those in [8]
\

may suppose a : G x M -&gt;H is a quasi-integrable
cocycle whose algebraic hull is H, where H c GL(ri) is a real algebraic group. By
possibly passing to a finite cover of M, we may assume H is Zariski connected by

Proof of Theorem

1.1. We

On the algebraic hull of an automorphism group of a principal bundle
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[7, Proposition 9.2.6]. Write H L ix U where L is reductive and U is unipotent.
The composition of a with projection of H onto H/[L, L] ix U is a cocycle into an
abelian algebraic group whose algebraic hull is the whole group. Since G has
Kazhdan&apos;s property, it follows from [7, Theorem 9.1.1] that H/[L, L] tx U is
compact, and hence that the center Z(L) is compact. To prove the theorem, we need
to show U {e}. We may assume that L itself is not compact, for otherwise [7,
Theorem 9.1.1] applies again to show that H itself is compact. If U ^ {e}, we may
write U/[U9 U]
F© where F, V are L-invariant vector groups, F =/ (0), and
the représentation n of L on F is irreducible. Projecting H to ///ker ?r x [U, U]V,
we obtain a cocycle a, : G x M-»L0 tx F whose algebraic hull is Lo ix F, where
ZS where S is semisimple with no compact factors, Z is
Lo L/ker tu. Let L
compact and centralizes S, and the product is almost direct. The représentation
F, and
n S of S on F must be non-trivial, for otherwise S is normal in Lo
projecting a! to Lo ex F/S we would obtain a cocycle whose algebraic hull is a
non-compact amenable group, which is impossible by another application of
which we take in the
[7, Theorem 9.1.1]. We may lift ail actions and cocycles to
usual sensé for Lie groups, and in the algebraic sensé for /?-adic groups. By
applying the superrigidity theorem for cocycles ([7, Theorem 5.2.5]; see also [8] for
the resuit with precisely our présent hypothèses) to the projection of aj to Lo, we
deduce that this projection is équivalent to a cocycle /? : G x M -* ZS of the form
f}(g9 m)
t](g, m)cr(g), where rj(g9 m) € Z and a : G -» S is a surjective homomorF&apos;

|

c&lt;

phism (which factors to a rational homomorphism of the maximal algebraic factor
of G).
Let A a G be a maximal abelian subgroup with Ad^ (A) a maximal split torus
in AdG (G). We may choose a0 e A such that n(a(a0)) has ail positive eigenvalues
with at least one of thèse being strictly greater than 1. The action of A on M is
ergodic by Moore&apos;s theorem [7], By Lemma 3.2, AdLt&gt;&lt; v o a, is quasi-integrable. We
may therefore apply Lemma 3.1. We deduce that the algebraic hull, say J/,, of
a, AZ(G) x M does not contain F. Now replacing A by its image in G, we hâve
deduced that there is an olx\AZ(G) x M-invariant map M-&gt;(Lotx V)/H{. Let
à, :G x(M x G/AZ(G))-+Lk V be the cocycle a, (g, (x,y))
a, (g, x) for the
diagonal action of G on M x G/AZ(G). Then (cf. [7, Section 4.2]) there is an
|

a,-invariant map M x G/AZ(G) -&gt;(L0 tx V)/Hl. Reorganizing our notation somewhat, we see that it suffices to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.3. Let G, M, A be as above. Suppose L is an algebraic group and
n : L -+GL(V) a faithful irreducible représentation. Suppose ol : G x M -+L ix F
is a cocycle and that there is a measurable ôL-invariant map
M x G/AZ(G)
(L tx F)/// where H is an algebraic subgroup that does not contain V. Then the
algebraic hull of a is not equal to L m F.
&lt;p

:

-&gt;

384
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The proof of Lemma 3.3 is basically the same as that of [7, Theorem 5.2.5].
Namely, suppose the algebraic hull is L tx V. Then the proof of Step 2 in [7, p. 104]
shows that for a.e. m g M, q&gt;m(y)
(p(m,y) defines a rational function on
G/AZ(G). The proof of Step 3 in [7, p. 105], modulo one point which we discuss
is
imminently, shows that replacing a be an équivalent cocycle we can assume
independent of m. The only additional point that needs to be seen is that the resuit
holds for quasi-projec[7, Proposition 3.3.2] on spaces of rational mappings K-&gt;
tive varieties, not just projective varieties as in [7]. This is needed hère because our
functions are defined on G/AZ(G) which is only quasi-projective, in contrast to the
proof of [7, Theorem 5.2.5] where they are defined on G/P where P is parabolic.
However, any quasi-projective variety Y is determined by the pair (F, F— F) of
projective varieties and hence it is easy to modify the proof of [7, Proposition 3.3.2]
to cover the quasi-projective case as well. Finally, the proof of [7, Lemma 5.2.8]
shows that a is in fact given by a rational homomorphism G -+L tx V (cf. [7, pp.
106-107] for the p-adic case) and hence would hâve algebraic hull contained in L,
providing the contradiction. The central point hère is that what is necessary for the
proof of [7, Lemma 5.2.8] to work is that the intersection of the conjugates of H in
L ix V be trivial. However, since n is irreducible any normal subgroup not containing V must be contained in L, and since n is faithful this subgroup must be trivial.
This complètes the proof.
q&gt;m

P&quot;

4. Application to fundamental groups and semi-direct products

In this section we prove Theorem 1.4, and in fact prove a somewhat stronger
assertion. We first prove a superrigidity type resuit for cocycles into semidirect products. We shall use both Theorem 1.1 and the techniques involved its
proof.

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose G is a connected semisimple Lie group with finite
center, M-rank(G) ^ 3, and ail simple factors hâve U-rank at least 2. Suppose (n, V)
is a finite dimensional G-module (possibly with trivial action) and G tx V acts on M
so as to préserve a finite measure. Suppose further that G acts irreducibly on M, Le.,
ail simple factors act ergodically. Let H be a connected semisimple real algebraic
group with no compact factors and let (p, W) be a finite dimensional H-module.

Mx

(G ix W) is a quasi-integrable cocycle (for some embedding of
H ix W in GL(n)) and that the projection of a onto H has algebraic hull H. Then a
is équivalent to a cocycle independent of M, Le., it is given by a homomorphism
G tx V -&gt; H tx W oftheform (g, v) h-» (ff(g), T(v))9 where a is a smooth surjection and
T : V-&gt;Wis linear and intertwines the représentations (n, V) and (p ° a, W).
Suppose a

:
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Proof. By superrigidity for cocycles [7, Theorem 5.2.5] (and [8] for the exact
form we need), by possibly passing to a finite cover of G we can assume a is of the
form

((j(g), p(m, g, v))

a(w, (g, v))
where

o\G-+H

smooth

surjection. By Theorem 1.1 we can find
cp : M -+Htx W such that &lt;p(ra)a(m, (g, v))(p(m(g9 v)) ~l has a vanishing component
in W whenever v 0. Writing q&gt;{m) (q&gt;l(m), (p2(m)) € H k W, one easily checks
The
simply by multiplying that the same is true if we modify a by &lt;p2 instead of
resuit of this is that we may assume a is of the form a(w, (g, v)) (&lt;x(g), ô(m, g, i?))
where ô(m, g, v) 0 if v 0.
is

a

q&gt;.

From the identity
a(w, (g, 0))a(mg, (e,

(g, v))

v)\

we obtain

(a(g),

(or(g), ô(m, g, y))

0)(e9

a(wg,

i?)),

since a(/wg, v) g JF. Therefore

5(m, g, v)

oc(mg, t;),

and we hâve

a(w, (g, v))

(d(g), a(mg, t;)).
(7r(g)t;)g in

We hâve gv

a(w, gi;)

&lt;x(m,

H tx

F, so we also hâve

(n(g)v)g)

a(m, n(g)v)a(m

•

(7t(g)t?), g)

a(w, 7c(g)i;)(T(g)

Therefore, we deduce

(*)

&lt;x(mg, i?)

Now let A

cG

p(a(g)) la(m, 7r(g)t;).
&quot;

fix^c^a

be the maximal R-split torus and
2-dimensional
sub-torus such that the centralizer ZG(AX)^&gt; Ly where L is a non-compact simple
group. Such a group Ax exists since R-rank(G) ^ 3. Let v s Kbe a weight vector for
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R J

A (i.e., a simultaneous eigenvector), and
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A -&gt;IRX the corresponding weight. Let
and AvczGv, the stabilizer of v in G.
Av =ker (À)nAl9 so that
Restricting a to the G-orbit n(G)v, we obtain a G-map (by (*)) a : M x G/Gv -+ W,
and we lift this to a G-map a : M x G/Av -&gt; JF. Since Av is non-compact, G acts
ergodically on M x G/Av [7, Chapter 2]. The action of G on W (via p ° a) is tame,
and hence (cf. [9]) the image of a on M x G/Av lies in a single G-orbit in W, say
G/Gi Thus, we can view a as a G-map a : M x G//iy -*¦ G/Gj.
By the proof of [7, Lemma 5.2.9], for almost ail m g M and y e G/Av9 the
function g
a(m, 7t(g)&gt;&gt;) is rational on L (using in a basic way the fact that
L ZG(AV)). Fix e G/Av such that this rationality property holds for a.e. m e M.
Then a defines an L-map a : M x L/Ly-&gt;G/Gx, which for a.e., m € M is rational
on L/Ly. Thus, letting R be the space of rational maps L/Ly^&gt;G/Gu a defines an
L-map 0 : M -+R. By [7, Proposition 3.3.2] (and the remarks in the final paragraph), the action of L on J? is tame with algebraic stabilizers. By tameness and
ergodicity of L on M, we deduce that the image of 9 lies in a single L-orbit in R.
Thus, 0 defines an L-map 0 : M^L/LX where Lx is the stabilizer of a point in R,
and in particular is algebraic. Since there is an L-invariant probability measure p on
M,0*n will be such a measure on L\LX, which by the Borel density theorem implies
L Lx. In other words, 0 is constant, or equivalently, a is independent of M as a
map defined on M x LjLy. Viewing a once again as a map M x V -* W, this
implies that for each weight vector v e V, for a.e. geGwe hâve that a(/n, n(g)v) is
independent of m.
For each t e M, tv is also a weight vector, and hence we deduce by Fubini&apos;s
theorem that for almost ail g e G, we hâve a(w, n(g)(tv)) a(m, tn(g)v) is independent
of w for almost ail r e R. In particular, we can choose y € Farbitrarily close to
v such that for almost ail t e R, a(m, ty) is independent of m. Since there is a basis
of V consisting of weight vectors, we can choose a basis {yt} of V such that each y,
has this property. Given any zl9 z2e V, then a(w, z1 + z2) a(w, z,) + a(wz1? z2),
so that if a(w, z,) are both independent of m, the same is true for a(m, zx + z2). By
taking finite sums of the form £ t,yt9 we see that a(m, z) is independent of w for a.e.
z e V. However, we hâve also just observed that {z € V a(m, z) is independent of
m} is a semi-group in F, and being conull it must be equal to V [7, B.l]. Thus,
a : M x V -? W is independent of M, and this complètes the proof.
We now prove a somewhat more gênerai version of Theorem 1.4 (cf. [11]).
A

:

dim^^l,

h-&gt;

&lt;=

j

\

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose G is a simple Lie group with finite center and V is a
finite dimensional G-module with no invariant vectors. Let W be another finite
dimensional G-module. Assume U-rank(G)^3 and nx(G) is finite. Let M be a
compact manifold on which G \x V acts with finite kernel preserving a connection and
a volume density.

Ifnx(M)

embeds discretely in G tx W, then V

aW as

G-modules.
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is true more generally for M any &quot;standard&quot;
topological space on which the action of G tx F is topologically engaging. (See [11]
for discussion of thèse conditions.)

REMARKS, (i) The resuit

(ii) With the assumption of topological engaging,

we may allow F to hâve
invariant vectors if we assume that there is a finite ergodic invariant measure for
G tx F which is still ergodic upon restriction to G, e.g., if we assume the G ix F
action is mixing.

Proof. By [1, Lemma 6.1.A], the action of G ix F is essentially proper on M.
Viewing M^Masa principal nx(M)-bundle, we form the associated bundle Q
with fiber G ex W given by the embedding nx(M) c* G ix W. Since this image is
discrète, it follows that the action of G ex F on g is also essentially proper. Choose
a finite G tx F-invariant and ergodic measure. Since there are no G-invariant
vectors in F, the Mackey analysis of unitary représentations of semi-direct products
together with the Borel density theorem shows that G itself acts ergodically. (Cf. [7,
7.3.4].) By Theorem 4.1, we deduce that the F action on Q is given by a cocycle
which we can take to be a linear G-map V-+W. Since the F-action is proper, this
map must clearly be injective.
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